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Abstract
One of the most significant challenges for contemporary forensic science seems to be research of new sources of physical evidence. Particularly

after successfull implementation of revolutionary DNA identification law enforcement agencies look for other new and perhaps more efficient

techniques.
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A research on osmology (as it is called in Poland) or scent

identification evidence has been conducting for some years. Its

goal is determination, whether dogs can compare and recognize

‘scent traces’: the one left by perpetrator on a crime scene, the

another taken from the defendant. The results are not

unanimous, however. On one hand they confirm that a dog

has more sensitive nose than a human being, on the other hand

they do not render any scientific data useful to establish how

precise, reliable or valid might be the kind of identification of

the suspect, if it is at all.

We do not want to argue with adherents nor opponents of the

method. Our paper is based on a comparative analyse of

jurisprudence from USA, Holland, Germany and Poland. The

sentences establish some rules as to the method, concerning a.o.

conducting of identification, its validity or criteria of establish-

ing. Basing on the national jurisprudence we would like to

submit following matters for consideration:
1. I
*

pg

03

do
s the dog scent comparison a common kind of suspect

identification?
2. C
an courts believe in that kind of identification and why?
3. D
oes the dog scent identification meet the scientific evidence

criteria?
4. W
hat is the future of the method?
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Particular skills of police dogs are commonly known, and

these are police patrol or tracking dogs, who become frequent

heroes of media coverage from scenes of crime – both volume

crime (such as burglaries) or the latest terrorist attacks. For

several years these outstanding skills have been attempted to be

utilised also in scent identification – the phenomenon which, on

the other hand, aroses a series of questions not only in relation

to actual dog capabilities, but also in terms of diagnostic value

of such examinations and possibilities of evidential use of their

findings.

Court jurisdiction, which particularly visible in Polish

practice, perceives the problem in two aspects. The first one,

being historically older, is admissibility of the use of tracking

dogs (unquestionable in Polish legislation), and its younger

offshoot—the acceptance of scent identification by a dog as

incriminating or exonerating evidence.

In the US the fact of a dog leading to a suspect basing

upon scent traces (tracking or bloodhound evidence) has

been rather widely acknowledged since as early as the

beginning of the 20th century [1], although in some States

relevant decisions were not taken until the second half of

1980s [2], whereas in others—such an option remained by no

means unaccepted [3]. Therefore, it becomes obvious that in

these systems the admissibility of scent trace identification

simply cannot take place. Jurisdiction of remaining States

basically admits such a possibility, however conditioning the

probative value of evidence on a due demonstration of a

dog’s aptitude and not attributing scientific character to these

examinations [4].
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In the Netherlands, scent identification by dogs has been

recognised since the beginning of the 20th century [5], however

it was initially constrained to the use of tracking dogs. The

study of several court decisions of the last years implies a

remarkable revaluation and presently, bloodhound evidence is

as a rule, undisputably accepted by the Dutch Supreme Court

[6], although practice of conducting these examinations in

Holland significantly differ from the Polish one.

In turn, a relatively high caution in relation to scent

comparative examinations is expressed by German courts,

which admit such examinations – for the time being at the land

level. While the results of such examinations can be treated

very carefully – maximally as a circumstantial evidence, the

issues of scent traces are being slowly introduced to German

publications in the area of forensic science [7].

In Polish doctrine, scent identification has lived to appear in

a prolific literature which studies this problem both from

forensic and lawsuit perspectives [8]. The hereby paper

presents the summary of several year experiences of Polish

courts whilst taking into account major doubts, which have

arisen on this occasion.

One of the first problems faced by Polish courts in the past

was to determine in what procedural form the scent

identification should be carried out, as there was quite a

freedom in this respect at the onset of practical application of

scent identification in Poland [9], which translated into the

determination of evidential usability of such method. As a

consequence, the results of scent identification were initially

recognised only as a circumstantial and not quite powerful,

evidence [10].

In turn, Polish scent identification, also referred to as

osmology, was progressing quite vividly, which forced the

courts to assume a certain position towards the wide-spreading

method. This process took place in three major directions:
1. t
o identify a uniform procedural form of research activities,

which would be;
2. a
ccepted by both theoreticians and practitioners;
3. t
o determine conditions to be met in order to ensure a

method’s reliability;
4. t
o answer the question on probative value of scent traces.

Doubts in relation to procedural form of such examinations

had not been solved until the ruling of the Supreme Court in

Poland of November 11, 1999, whereby it was clearly

concluded that ‘‘Scent trace examination should be carried

out in form of expert casework’’ and ‘‘be completed with an

expert report . . .’’[11] In other rulings, the Supreme Court quite

rigidly determined also the responsibilities of expert witness to

perform examinations [12].

Courts faced (and actually are still facing) many more

difficulties in determining the conditions to be met to ensure

reliability of examination (expert casework). The lack of

reference to other identification techniques made the courts

determine reliability criteria on their own, which later were

often critically assessed in scientific terms. A thorough

discussion of all implications pointed out by courts is
impossible, however courts put a pressure on correctness of

detection and recovery of evidential material and collection and

selection of comparative (reference) material (for elimination

purposes) on one hand, and on the other—they focus on

methodology of carrying out the examinations (among others:

number of attested dogs utilised, type of main and control trials

used). As the outcome of several year experiences, Polish

judicial practice elaborated the following criteria of carrying

out scent examinations:
(a) p
rerequisite of duplication of examinations (i.e. two-fold

performance) [13];
(b) o
bligation of having a dog attested [14];
(c) e
limination of suggestion by, among others: selection of a

suitable group of comparative traces, absence of dog

handler.
An interesting trend can be also noted in jurisdiction on

probative value of scent identification. Initially, positive results

of scent examinations were attributed a circumstantial value

only [15], however since the recognition of these examinations

as expert evidence, their probative value has substantially,

although sometimes disproportionately grown, which was

demonstrated for instance in conviction that scent examination

evidence can be the only incriminating evidence sufficient for

proving a defendant guilty [16].

On the other hand, after several spectacular cases, whereby

the manner of carrying out a specific identification had been

questioned in addition to a high diagnostic value of scent

examination, the conviction as to a great influence of results of

such examinations on judicial decisions has declined. Polish

courts lay a particular stress on the treatment of scent

examination findings as a circumstantial evidence; among

others, they point that a positive identification can only attest a

contact between an individual and a specific object, however

does not provide for a direct proof of defendant’s guilt; they

further underline that scent casework should be evaluated –

similarly to other evidence – in relation to complete evidential

material in a case’’ [17]. The court directly claimed in one of its

sentences that ‘‘So far, a scent evidence has not provided such a

certainty which can be derived, for instance, from fingerprint or

DNA examinations, and hence the need of preserving a high

dose of precaution in judicial decisions while basing sentences

exclusively on scent evidence. Whilst avoiding dispraisal, this

type of evidence should in concreto be subject to a penetrating

and comprehensive analysis with due respect to other evidential

material’’ [18]. Recently, some judicial decisions have been

encountered, which attest the increased reservation of courts in

relation to scent identification [19].

The evaluation of this trend cannot be unambiguous.

Forensic science doctrine does not appear to strive at

elimination of scent identification from an array of research

methods, but only postulates drawing of proper inferences

performed identifications.

A basic argument which makes the assessment of reliability

and actual probative value of scent examinations more difficult

is the fact that matching reference and casework scent samples
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is not done by means of instrumentation, whose accuracy can be

measured by applying the principles of physics, but rather on

the basis of observation of previously learned animal

behaviours. Although the latter does not seem to be

questionable, which has been justified by the US court rulings

which acknowledged the observation of instinctive behaviours

as the evidence, such as chicken following the first object they

see [20] or a cow returning to barn [21] due to the fact that they

represent a symptom of long ago observed rules of nature. On

the other hand, in relation to unnatural behaviours, acquired via

training by humans, a doubt as to correctness of research

methodology described in American doctrine as validity may

arise. Having accepted that a dog demeanour – described at the

onset of examination by its handler – sufficiently expresses

making an observation by a dog, one should ask about the level

of a diagnostic value of this dog’s indications, whether the

observation is synonymous to identification and if so, what

exactly dog identifies and how categorically.

The performed studies allow for a merely objective and

accurate answer to the first question only. In the light of

knowledge principles and life experience, one should

unquestionably accept that dog is able to recognise other

beings by scent deposited on various backgrounds. On the other

hand, the accurate rate of indication error remains unknown and

experiments allowing to infer this rate, did not bring about

particularly impressive results. Findings of Dutch experiments,

published in 1998, and conducted under conditions similar to a

real case scenario, allowed for formulation of a very careful

thesis on the potential for further examinations, as only 21%

indications were correct [22]. Far better, though not particularly

optimistic results were obtained by British scientists, however

the experimental procedure was different from the protocol

used actually by the police [23].

An answer to the question on the causes of errors in scent

identification seems to focus on three issues: similarity, earlier

suggestion or faultiness at the stage of dog training.

Paradoxically, a cliché of a well-developed canine olfactory

memory, which probably constitutes a source of conviction on a

high evidential value of scent examination, does not necessarily

support the thesis on a high diagnostic value of presented

method. Durability of olfactory memory does not always

translate into correctness of retrieving from a memory.

Erroneous identifications can also derive from mistakes made

at the stage of dog’s training or in a method of conducting the

trial, which has been described as ‘‘clever Hans’’ effect.

The risk of occurrence of the above errors in scent trace

examinations is unknown, whereas used protocols are to

eliminate potential risk to ensure a possibly categorical ident-

ification. This is achieved by recommended in Polish methodol-

ogy: examination of scent attractiveness, a proper construction of

identification line-up and unawareness of sample distribution

(arrangement) by a dog handler. Particular difficulties occur in

relation to a selection of proper scent samples for comparison

(matching). Failure to fulfilment of at least one condition

affecting the correctness of results leads to rejection of findings.

On the other hand, even if we accept, despite doubts pointed

above, that a dog’s demeanour suggests a scent identification
and the rate of wrong indications is known, than an object being

identified has not been precisely defined. ‘‘Scent trace’’ term

should be considered as exeptionally vague. Hitherto research

on sense of smell in mammals clearly demonstrates that that

physiology of this sense has not been sufficiently explored yet,

which imposes certain precaution in evaluation of scent

examination results [24]. It is known that olfactory sensations

are of a complex and subtle nature. Olfactory sensation is the

outcome of interaction of many substances and even the

smallest fluctuations in their concentration can evoke different

sensations, whereas a stimulus effects many receptors

simultaneously. At the same time, it has been underlined that

miscellaneous components make up the human scent and they

are both of durable, i.e. environmental (profession-related, e.g.

butchers’ scent is particularly attractive to dogs), physiological

(diet, alcohol or drugs-driven) as well as of transitory (e.g. use

of cosmetics) character. Therefore, it seems difficult to create

such examination conditions as to ensure that a dog who

indicates a sample is not driven by a similarity of environmental

or physiological factors, although experiments conducted by

the Polish police seem to suggest that sex, smoking habit or

cosmetics used are not attractive for a dog [25].

The problem of invariability of scent trace, although not

studied in-depth—is essential from the perspective of probative

value of scent trace examinations. The fact that the nature of

trace has not been entirely explored, does not permit to assess

neither the potential likelihood of scent variability nor

determination of the degree of such changes.

The argument in favour of trace variability is the fact that

dogs in experimental conditions react differently on traces of

various age, which could incline to admitting that dogs are in a

way capable of distinguishing the last feature.

Trace variability in time has its significant forensic and

procedural consequences. It is relevantly pointed out that the

use of traces in identification line-up, which originate from the

so-called ‘‘scent bank’’ can explain the fact why a dog indicates

a scent material collected from a suspect (being the only fresh

one) [26].

When accepting a hypothesis on the uniqueness of human

scent as a true one, one should consistently include this trace to

the category of biological traces. The substances excreted by

human organism would constitute a fundamental source of

scent. Meanwhile, scent storage conditions (i.e. in tightly

closed jars – according to Polish research methodology),

without cooling for instance, when applied to other types of

biological traces – would certainly lead to their degradation,

often resulting in their elimination or categorical conclusions

being significantly weaker [27].

One should also note that a dog – a kind of living ‘‘analytical

instrument’’ – ex definitione does not ensure repeatability of

results which is a precondition of their reliability. Naturally, the

use of technical instrumentation is also burdened with a certain

error rate, however this can be rather precisely estimated. One

of the rules of Polish examination methodology commands

carrying out a control trial, which aims at determination

whether a dog is able to work on a given day, and basing upon

that one can presume that it does not happen as a rule. What
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criteria are used to assess a dog fitness to work and whether

these are only objective and measurable (physiological) aspects

which affect this condition, is still uncertain. Furthermore,

findings of Settle et al. quoted earlier, demonstrate that dogs’

health is an essential factor (clear decline in number of correct

indications during infection), however during the course of

examinations the same or even worse dog’s disposition was

noted, whose origin could not be explained [28].

To sum up, the analysis of Polish jurisdiction in the area of

scent identification in the last few years leads to the following

conclusions:
1. A
ttributing form of casework in form of expert opinion to

scent identification represented a significant shift of

dimension in judicial practice.
2. B
asing on the example of scent identification, one can see the

benefits from a tight relationship between jurisdiction and

doctrine. A critical assessment of rulings, presentation of

theoretical doubts, while demonstrating huge practical

benefits of using the method—allow to find a pertinent

evidential value of scent examinations (i.e. taking into the

account diagnostic value) and tailoring the effectiveness of

proceeding to the safeguards of abiding the law.
3. F
indings of empirical examinations, as well as a hitherto

practice demonstrate that one should approach this kind of

identification with high dose of precaution. These examina-

tions do not fulfil admissibility criteria of scientific evidence,

elaborated in many countries (including the United States),

which demonstrates that examination findings may be

exposed to mistakes.
4. C
ourts, when evaluating scent identification should primar-

ily pay attention to the fact whether such examinations had

been conducted according to the research methodology in

force as well as instruction of the Supreme Court. On the

other hand, it should be noted that both sources constitute a

minimum, not necessarily implying the objective value of

examinations. Scent identification continues to remain a very

young discipline, with its methodology and basic assumption

still insufficiently verified, which means that expert

statements based upon performed examinations are prone

to being falsified, the more if experts accept the degree of

categorical statements of the opinion in unrelevant manner.
5. P
olish courts, when evaluating specific cases of scent

identification, have undertaken an attempt to formulate

admissibility criteria for scent evidence in the context of

the so-called scientific evidence. This would hopefully bring

about soon formulation of the definition of scientific evidence

in Polish practice and relate it to scent identification.
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